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Our hope is that those who connect to ministries we support will be protected from:
• A false message that they of themselves must clean themselves up to be received by
God.
• Manipulation to give devotion or finances (most often seen in: (1) instilling guilt or
fear to make people give, and (2) as if the blessing of God can be bought).
• A lie of supremacy of race or socio-economic status.
• Saying something is prophecy that God is not saying or has not said.
• Teachings such as: Sozo (the version that includes purposed channeling), meditation
in order to have visions or hear God's voice, Yoga, or any other mix of philosophies/
religions outside of Christ.
• Preaching that repentance is only necessary when acknowledging conviction from
the Holy Spirit, or that it's not necessary.
• False teaching that the original texts of the Bible are not infallible, and up for man's
interpretations/decisions.
• Worshiping or praying to anyone or anything besides God (Father, Son, Holy Spirit)
• Promoting sexual relations outside of a marriage of one man to one wife.
• Pride, condemning people where they are in life, versus having a heart to help
others.
• Exaltation of an affiliation/denomination or man/woman.
• Union with other religions. Light has no fellowship with darkness. We love the people,
with a heart to help, but to come in agreement is to connect with darkness. Please
see 2 John 1:10-11
• Speaking against (different than speaking truth and protecting others) anyone,
including the lost, ministries, and political leaders, rather than exemplifying love to
want to see them whole.
• Speaking against the separate occasion of the baptism of the Holy Spirit (Acts 8), or
the gifts and working of the Holy Spirit (such as in 1 Cor 12).
If you are interested in being promoted through Glory House, but have disagreements
or questions regarding any of the above, please let us know.
To clarify, these points are things we are intentional not to support. We love and hope
the best for others, including those who have been ensnared to promote such things,
but recognize that the operation of darkness is to oppose truth, as truth renews us to
live out the fulness of what Jesus made a way for, literally walking as children of God
and all that entails.

Further, people gifted in the arts listed on our website that we promote must also agree
to (as our goal is to set a good example of worship/sincerity of faith through and in
Jesus Christ):
• An intentional life of worship in Spirit and truth
• Not seeking their own glory as is the way of the carnal nature, but rather that
sincerely want the Jesus to be the one revealed and followed, which includes
deliberately wanting only what God is working through them (His will)
• Intention to abstain from ungodly addictions, practices contrary to the Word, illegal
substances, and substances that harm the body. This may include: profane
language, smoking anything, drinking alcohol, sexual immoralities, etc... As a
ministry, we will help those wrestling against such things, but will discontinue
promoting anyone publicly practicing such things. As a ministry, we know that those
who walk with God have continual access to something much better than such
things. If someone chooses to drink a small amount of alcohol that is not a strong
drink, though we warn that it easily can turn to loss of self-control, we ask that they
keep that private for the sake of the greatest good in protecting others.
• Not sow into operations such as: secular music that is blatantly contrary to Christ (are
the lyrics sowing to life or death?) or modeling material that sows to death (profanity,
blatantly lustful)
Note: This list is relevant for what someone is currently practicing, and not in regards to
the past.
If you are interested in being promoted through Glory House, but have disagreements
or questions regarding any of the above, please let us know.

